
96 Brooklyn Says “Move to Detroit.”

The political agendas of sports scale to differ-
ent communities. Sports are much more than 
a “game” and no where is that more apparent 
than studying access to sports, as a participant 
or spectator, along the spectrum of youth 
leagues to professional sports. Local govern-
ment, in fact, negotiates a difficult terrain in 
addressing the needs of both sports fans and 
players. The local level must prioritize infra-
structure demands for facilities, arenas, play-
ing fields, parks, parking, and transportation 
access.

The premise of this design studio is that, when 
strategically sited with a city, minor league 
sports could enhance a sense of community, 
could provide communal assets well beyond 
game days, could be a catalyst for other devel-
opment, and could improve the economic well 
being of the city. 

Youth leagues, regional schools, sports clubs, 
minor league teams, a flagship state univer-
sity in the SEC, and a nearby county with a 
robust tourist economy, all compete for lim-
ited resources, limited infrastructure and 
a limited fan base.  Decision-making is fur-
ther influenced by the agendas of a county 
major, a city mayor, the university, a vibrant 
“creative class” committed to the revitalized 
downtown, a nearby African American com-
munity that seeks investment but is suspicious 
of gentrification, “the chamber” of business 

interests, the nearby tourist region with its 
lobbying efforts, property owners, not to 
mention the sports leagues, the teams and 
team owners themselves. Within the context 
of a low-tax state, the university, county, and 
city budgets strain to meet needs, desires, and 
priorities. A minor league hockey team plays 
in non-regulation and outdated facility owned 
by the city and struggles to find a fan base. 
Since 1909, the local minor league baseball 
team has had a series of locations, names, 
and owners, including the family of the for-
mer city mayor and now governor. The current 
owner is the state commissioner of economic 
development.

Within these numerous conflicting political 
dimensions, an architectural design studio 
exploration provides a neutral ground for dis-
cussion and debate. 

In the context of suspicion and cynicism about 
hidden agendas in local development, the 
work of an architecture studio can advance, 
if not direct, the public debate. As a premise, 
this studio determined it would investigate 
potential sites for two different minor league 
teams (baseball and hockey) within a ten-min-
ute walk of the city’s downtown. The teams 
are perceived as a community asset, located 
in the heart of the city, not in an island of park-
ing in a preferred suburb. As a challenge, the 
proposed use of the facilities extended well 

beyond the limited number of game days, 
leveraging the investment in facilities as a 
way to promote community use. The studio 
work was part of two different exhibits, reach-
ing a broad cross section of interested parties, 
including the team owners. Outreach grant 
funding supported part of the studio work.
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